
1+3 UNDERGRADUATE 
PROGRAM OF WENZHOU UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS RECRUITMENT（2021）

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY
Wenzhou University (WZU), nestled within green mountains and blue waterways in the beautiful coastal city of Wenzhou 

in southern Zhejiang province, is a dynamic and comprehensive university with a rich cultural atmosphere and fine 

educational tradition. Among the fine programs our university has, according to ESI (Sep. 2019), majors such as 

engineering science in WZU were listed among top 1% in ESI ranking around the world. In the nation, WZU ranks top 10 

in terms of the strength of its Entrepreneurship Education programs and top 6% by overall ranking.

HOW TO APPLY
Send copies of all your application materials as attachment file via email with a subject: "Name: XXX-WZU - Major ". Or 

take original documents to office of Global Admission Center of Tang in your country which contact information is 

following:
Tang · Thailand

Website: tha.tangce.net

Address: Room No.1203, 12th Floor, Rama 9 Road 9/9, Huai Khwang Sub-district, Huai Khwang District, Bangkok 10310

Telephone: 097-130-3350

Email: dahj@tangce.net

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Chinese Education Express 1+3 (UG) Program is specially customized by the College of International Education, 

WZU for international students who expect to study for Chinese bachelor degrees. With the concept of "Internet + 

international education" and relying on the most cutting-edge education technology and teaching modes, the program is 

successfully divided into two stages: learning at homeland and study in China.

In the first year, students have to complete the specialized fundamental courses in their home country, and then begin to 

learn the core courses in China since the second year. Adopting 1+3 education mode, the program has changed the 

traditional way of studying in China, which can achieve the goal of talent training more accurately and efficiently and 

ensure a high quality of international education.



DURATION
Duration of undergraduate is 4 years, and the longest length of study on program is 6 years (including the first year that 

learning at home country). Each academic year contains two semesters of spring and fall intake.

TEACHING ARRANGEMENTS
The first stage (Year 1): Students complete online courses in their home country. A combination of online and 

face-to-face teaching method will be used. The online teaching will be implemented through the international education 

platform of Tang, and the face-to-face teaching and guidance will be implemented through live broadcast and offline 

teaching.

The second stage (Year 2~4): Students go to WZU to learn the remaining courses. Upon completing all courses in the 

education plan, graduation thesis and defense would be conducted.

MAJOR OPTION
Taught in English:

         Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering

* Mathematics and Physics grades are required

         Bachelor of Civil Engineering

* Mathematics and Physics grades are required

         Bachelor of International Economics and Trade

* Mathematics grades is required

         Bachelor of Computer Science and Technology (Software Engineering)

* Mathematics and Physics grades are required

         Bachelor of Law (International Economic Law)

Taught in Chinese:

        Bachelor of Chinese Language and Literature (Business Chinese)

CERTIFICATES
Students meet the graduation requirements will be awarded the graduation certificate and bachelor degree issued by 

WZU.

ADMISSION
        Entry Requirements

1.Non-Chinese citizens with a valid passport

2. High school graduate or equivalent to a Chinese high school graduate

3. Be in good health condition and above the age of 17 

4. IELTS 6.0 or TOEFL IBT 70 paper based 550 (if the applicant is not a native English speaker)

5. HSK4 grade with a minim score of 180 (only for applicants to program taught in Chinese)

        Fees and Explanation

1.Application fee: 500 RMB  

2. Tuition fee for 1st year (study in overseas country): 20,000 RMB;

Tuition fee from 2nd year to 4th year (study in China): in accordance with the tuition fee standard of WZU for internation-

al students

Note: The application fee and tuition fee for year 1 need to be paid to Global Admission Center of Tang with the currency 

in your country. The invoice of payment details would be attached in the offer letter to applicant if payments succeed.

        Application Documents

1. Application form for international students; 

2. A photocopy of your passport 

3. Personal photo in recent 6 months;

4. Graduation certificate of high school and transcripts which should be in Chinese or English. If not, it should be 

translated into Chinese or English and be notarized; 

5. Certificate of English proficiency test (IELTS or TOEFL), applicants to Chinese programs must provide official HSK 

test result;

*Submit copies of above documents, and the original documents should be verified before application.

        Admission Procedure

1. Submit the application materials and pay the application fee, then enter the admission review process;

2. After the admission test (if set), check email to download the offer letter attached;  

3. Make payment for tuition fees within 20 days since the offer letter received, if not the offer is deemed to be waived;

4. By confirming the acceptance of the letter and payment, official Admission notice would be sent to you by courier.

ADVANTAGES
      A more scientific cultivation method integrated with the most cutting-edge education concept and technology;

      Graduation and further study are seamlessly connected which help students to win the highest quality of overseas 

education with the shortest time and lowest economic costs;

      Enjoy flexible application, efficient admission and a buffer period for studying abroad in the first year;

      Independent learning mode and "Online & face-to-face teaching" maximizes educational efficiency, ensuring a 100% 

successful link to the university;

      Accompanied by famous teachers and professional tutors, the language intensive course runs through the whole 

course to guarantee the successful completion of the study;

      Awarded an international environment and global vision, and privileged the outstanding graduates of further 

education promotion or employment recommendation.


